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About the book 
  
Formerly the trademark of the prisoner, sailor or rebel, tattoos are now popular across all 
walks of life. Beunders traces the cultural developments that led to the cult of body ink, 
arguing that this cult is synonymous with a society in which everyone becomes (briefly) 
famous and everything is art, even one’s own body.  
Into his wide-ranging study, interspersed with brief interviews with tattoowearers, 
Beunders weaves a new history of popular culture. He delves into the world of the 
‘illustrated person’, examining motives and explaining fashions. 
In essence, tattoos are a form of communication, an expression of love and commitment, or 
of belonging to a clan. Tattoos both conceal and reveal, reflecting both our need to hone 
our identities and our desire to tell stories. 
  

Original title: Optocht der tattoos | Non-fiction | 288 pages | Illustrated |  First published: 

January 2020 

On The Advance of the Tattoo: 
‘Fantastic. This is how we have become who we are.’ Henk Schiffmacher, famous Dutch 
tattoo artist 
‘Finally a meaningful book on an this undervalued phenomenon!’ Raymond van den 
Boogaard (cultural journalist)  
 

Henri Beunders (1953) describes himself as ‘an historian of 
mentalities, dealing with the silent changes and open conflicts 
between people themselves, and between people and society’. He 
studied history at the University of Amsterdam and worked for Dutch 
newspaper NRC Handelsblad as a correspondent in Berlin before 
becoming a lecturer at Erasmus University in Rotterdam. His current 
post is as Professor of Developments in Public Opinion. He has 
written many books including How Much Right Does Emotion Have? 
which received praise in the media. 
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Tattoos in fashion and pop music 

It will not come as a surprise that until the early years of this century haute couture mainly conformed to the 

tastes, and financial means, of the rich elites. The major fashion houses, ruled by their kings, determined what 

those of good taste – bon chic, bon genre – would be wearing in the next few years. Only when it was no 

longer commercially viable to ignore street culture would they send models in ripped jeans down the catwalk. 

And it was the influence of rebellious stars such as Grace Jones (1948) that helped people of colour, including 

Naomi Campbell (1970), become famous models too. The couture kings did not want to follow trends but put 

their own creative stamp on the big fashion houses, be they Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Dior, Versace or Gucci. Up 

until the early twenty-first century, they resisted models with tattoos.  

Three rebellious photographers who established a name for themselves in the past fifty years show 

how slowly the tattoo made inroads among the new showbiz royalty. They are Helmut Newton (1920-2004), 

Anton Corbijn (1955) and Erwin Olaf (1959). The exhibitions and photobooks that were presented as 

retrospectives in 1999, 2015 and 2019 respectively provide an excellent overview of the changes we have seen 

since the early 1970s in, to paraphrase Goffman, the presentation of self in everyday royalty.  

Of these three, Anton Corbijn, the vicar’s son from the Netherlands and a lover of pop and rock from 

an young age, was initially dismissed by the art and photography elites as the ‘rock photographer doing street 

photography’.  

Corbijn is most directly relevant to the subject of tattoos. Leafing through the two thick photobooks 

that were published in 2015 as a retrospective of his forty years in pop photography, we can see the changes 

in the outward presentation of pop artists. It was dominated by masquerades using wondrous poses and facial 

expressions, and especially peculiar props and alienating locations.  

The leading artists of the four decades after 1972, when Corbijn began to follow his musical heroes 

like a kind of groupie, were happy to be photographed by him, behind the scenes or, even better, in rundown 

parts of the world away from the spotlights. Corbijn was lucky to start out at a time when celebrities were not 

yet surrounded by a wall of security personnel and PR departments.  

A weird grimace or a funny hat were enough to show the pop hero’s ‘other side’. Tom Waits (1949) 

wearing a cape and a red mask covering his nose and eyes (2002); The Rolling Stones with tall black witch’s 

hats and toting an enormous African mask (1994); Courtney Love (1964) in lingerie (1995); and R.E.M. vocalist 

Michael Stipe (1960) naked in front of the mirror (2001). Not a tattoo in sight.    

For a long time, many were able to cultivate a rebellious image simply by sitting on a motorbike, like 

Dutch author Jan Cremer (1940), who did have tattoos later on. Or by appearing in front of Corbijn’s lens in a 

long leather coat, such as Johnny Hallyday (1943-2017) in 1994, or in a T-shirt with skulls, as Bon Jovi (1962) 

did in 1990, or bare-chested in a leather jacket, like George Michael (1963-2016) in 1994. Or wearing the usual 

black hat, but with a red plastic gun in the hand and seemingly shouting ‘Bang! Bang!’: Tom Waits again, this 

time in 2004. As for the female artists, in the 1990s Corbijn photographed Nina Hagen (1955) and other ladies 



on Malibu beach, naked, with luxuriant hair on top and down below and splashed with mud. Also extremely 

rebellious, and again without a tattoo in sight, although Hagen already had a few at the time.  

The rebels of the 1960s – David Bowie (1947-2016), Iggy Pop (1947), Mick Jagger (1943) – had no 

visible tattoos (although Bowie later did). For a long time, a loin cloth, a coat collar pulled up to the nose and 

wacky sunglasses were enough for them to create the desired image. The graininess of the black-and-white 

photos made them look raw enough.  

The first to show tattoos were the rebels who emerged after the sixties, seventies and later: Marilyn 

Manson (1969) with half sleeves full of tribal motifs (1997); poet-singer Henry Rollins (1961) with his arms all 

but covered (1994); and a member of Metallica with exotic letters and other signs in a semi-circle around his 

navel (1996).  

So the heavy metal artists who were keen to knock the sixties popstars off their pedestals were the 

first to add another dimension to sex, drugs & rock ’n roll: that of showcasing new, deliberately shocking 

statements scored directly into the body itself.  

Pop musicians in the Netherlands took their inspiration less from US metal than from UK punk, which 

erupted onto the scene in the late 1970s. But only very slowly, as we can see in The Rock Star Tattoo 

Encyclopedia (1982) by Patricia Steur (1948), featuring photographs of Henk Schiffmacher’s early tattoos on 

the bodies of pop stars. Take the vocalists of the Golden Earring, George Kooymans (1948) and Barry Hay 

(1948). The former sported a kind of butterfly on his right buttock, and the second a small dolphin diving 

through a hoop in the ‘newbie spot’ – the upper arm.  

Rock ’n roll junkie Herman Brood (1946-2001) had a snake inked in 1982 and the word ‘POP’ in the 

newbie spot. To mark his second marriage, in 1984, to Alexandra Jansen (1958) he had a small pistol done 

while her body was adorned with a shooting target. Whereas in 1981 The Rolling Stones went no further than 

Mick Jagger’s face with a tribal tattoo on the album sleeve of Tattoo You, Brood was among the first pop 

artists, if not the first, who wrote lyrics about his tattoos, the ‘Tattoo Song’, in 1984.  

Henk Schiffmacher, or Hanky Panky (1952), also inked members of the Red Hot Chili Peppers, in the 

late eighties, and designed some of their album sleeves. He came up with the idea of tattoos as their image. 

Because this new iconography had to be visible at the back of concert halls, he drew a large Indian eagle across 

Anthony Kiedis’ entire upper back, with clear lines and lots of space in between.  

Until the late twentieth century, tattoos remained a taboo subject in pop songs and in theatre as well. 

Or else they were associated with the negative, dark side of life, as in Tattoo, a play about incest, in which the 

abusive father claimed that he jabbed his needle into his daughter like a tattoo she’d be stuck with for the rest 

of her life.i The gritty grunge movement of the 1990s, featuring bands such as Nirvana and Pearl Jam, was 

noticeable for its loud music and tough lyrics – often about the band members’ dysfunctional childhoods on 

the US west coast –, but not for their tattoos, even though the members of Pearl Jam already had some done 

by Hanky Panky. Pearl Jam’s song ‘Black’, off their breakthrough debut album Ten from 1991, was a worthy 

successor to The Rolling Stones’ ‘Paint it Black’ a quarter century earlier. Vocalist Eddie Vedder (1964) sings:    

And now my bitter hands  
Cradle broken glass  
Of what was everything  



All the pictures had  
All had been washed in black  
Tattooed everything  
All the love gone bad  
Turned my world to black  
Tattooed all I see  
All that I am  
All I’ll be.  

 

Tattoos in photography: Erwin Olaf 

During the past half-century, at least four Dutch photographers made an international name for themselves: 

the aforementioned Anton Corbijn, documentary and portrait photographer Rineke Dijkstra (1959), photoshop 

and fashion photographer Inez van Lamsweerde (1963) and Erwin Olaf, the perfectionist director of posed 

realities: ‘If I want to see what’s going on outside, I’ll open a window.’ii  

In the 1980s Olaf’s subject matter comprised the whip, chains, leather, SM, in a word, wild nightlife, 

although the real theme of course was power and powerlessness, freedom and sexuality, drugs and excess, 

the disco and punk scenes and fetishism. Over time this dancing on the volcano made way for a fabulous 

tristesse: tranquil, melancholic, pessimistic.  

Erwin Olaf mostly photographed and filmed bodies, trying to reclaim what had been taken from 

photography: ‘the body and the corporeal by pornography, humour by advertising’. In Skin Deep (2015) he 

wanted to show ‘the beauty of the body’ in response to the Italian government’s decision to screen off nude 

statues in Rome so as not to cause offence to the visiting radical Islamist president of Iran. Olaf was interested 

in photographing gender equality and sexual freedom.   

In the photobook I Am (2019), interviewer Laura Stamps asks him: ‘What is it about skin?’  

‘It’s a purely personal interest. I also fall for men whose skin is flawless. And women can have such 

beautiful smooth skin.’  

And: ‘I was influenced by Joel-Peter Witkin, Robert Mapplethorpe, Helmut Newton [...] the era of 

disco, the time of David Bowie. Those were my influences, also in photography. Think of Helmut Newton’s 

work: it’s all about nudes, excessive makeup, and high heels.’iii  

As well as a great deal of homo eroticism and transvestism. Following the murder of Theo van Gogh 

(1957-2004) Olaf organised a demonstration-cum-party in Paradiso in Amsterdam, in protest against the 

violence, which also affected gay people in the Dutch city. Lots of DJs, drag queens, masks and hats and signs 

saying NO MORE RACISM. Dancing, foam, painted faces adorned with sequins, leather, fake blood and real 

mud – and lots of it all. It looked like the eighties revisited. But there are no tattoos to be seen in the video 

recording of the event. 

Tattoos are equally rare in his earlier photos. You will not find any in the series Bodybuilding 

Competition from 1989, or in the series Beachwear from 1993. Some later series of portraits include the 

occasional figure with ink, but that does not appear to have been Olaf’s main reason for taking those photos. 

Quite the opposite.  



Olaf’s models are attractive, perfectly made up, dressed and photoshopped, but stopped ‘like pinned 

butterflies’. Collector W.M. Hunt concludes in the catalogue: ‘Looking at Olaf’s complete body of work what 

strike you the most are the young with their perfect bodies and impossibly flawless skin.’iv 

That’s why Olaf is sometimes told that photo series such as Bodyparts appear to be an indictment of 

all the ‘ideal bodies’ we see in the media, whereas in Skin Deep he is said to ‘perfect and glorify the body’. 

Olaf’s response: ‘That’s my inner conflict. Of course, I’m very much a theatrical aesthete. I love beautiful 

people. But on the other hand: not everyone gets the best bodies. The imperfect body can also be incredibly 

beautiful.’v    

And about his series Shanghai (2017) he says: ‘In Shanghai, I tended to come into contact with young 

women. The pressure from their families to marry is enormous. These girls are much better educated than the 

average man, so they don’t find a partner to their liking. Many women are being extensively reconstructed to 

meet the ideal of beauty. They have the best jobs, wear the most beautiful jeans, look great. But actually there 

is a lot of hidden loneliness.’  

This seems to explain his fabulous tristesse: ‘All my photographs are related to the ever-increasing 

threat to freedom, which dates back to the seventies but has become even more pronounced since the turn of 

the millennium.’vi 

 

Helmut Newton 

In 1999 Helmut Newton published Sumo, at 34.5 kilos the heaviest photobook ever produced. The trade 

edition weighs more than 6 kilos and buyers received a plexiglass stand with it to accommodate its A3 

dimensions. This revised edition has some 500 full-page photos, most of them originally taken for French 

Vogue from 1960 onwards. Newton was extremely grateful to the fashion magazine: ‘Who else would have 

published these nudes, who else these bizarre and sexually explicit fashion plates I would present to the chief 

editor?’vii 

In 1981 the magazine published his bold diptych of four models marching towards the viewer: ‘Sie 

Kommen (Naked and Dressed), Paris, 1981.’ What makes the composition so clever is that the women, both 

naked and dressed, are depicted in exactly the same pose and have exactly the same look in their eyes.  

Since the 1980s Newton, by then a household name himself, was in a position to ask any western 

celebrity and ‘ordinary people’ to adopt any pose in any setting he wanted. So we have Catherine Deneuve 

(1943) looking down the barrel of a gun, a model doing a bird’s nest in the gymnastic rings while staring 

seductively into the camera, a sleeping Andy Warhol (1928), painter Salvador Dalí (1904-1989), lying on his 

death bed with a tube in his nose, 91-year-old film maker and photographer Leni Riefenstahl (1902-2003) in 

her dressing gown. And also lots of ‘big nudes’ and kinky poses, to which the celebrities also readily consented: 

British actress Charlotte Rampling (1946) nude on a table, Danish actress Brigitte Nielsen (1963) nude under a 

fur coat, a nude Naomi Campbell with her legs crossed, Austrian actor Helmut Berger (1943), also nude. Half of 

Hollywood is shown the way you never saw them on screen or stage. The watchword seemed to be: ‘this is 

another side of the celebrity.’  



I only spotted one photo in Sumo of someone with a tattoo: singer Marianne Faithfull (1946), 

photographed in 1999 with a cigarette and a little swallow in the crook of her left hand.  

Not only was 1999 the final year of the second millennium, but we can also see it as the end of an era 

when it comes to attitudes towards the body.  

Suddenly Helmut Newton was criticised by women for being a photographer of the male gaze, a 

sexist, if not a racist. He was attacked for his ‘fascist aesthetic’. In the 1970s the American essayist Susan 

Sontag (1933-2004) had hurled a similar reproach at Leni Riefenstahl – responsible for the Hitler hagiography 

Triumpf des Willens (1935). She had made the reproach in response to Die Nuba, the photobook Riefenstahl 

published in 1973 about the Nuba in Sudan, among whom she had lived intermittently for over ten years. The 

book depicting the large, shiny, painted bodies adorned with ritual scars became a bestseller, led to Nuba 

tourism and made body art into an exotic spectacle. When the Islamists took power in 1989 all body 

adornment was banned in Sudan.viii  

Newton does not pass comment on what constitutes a beautiful or attractive body. Of course he 

would have been familiar with Hitler’s favourite cinematographer Leni Riefenstahl during his childhood. In 

1932, at the age of twelve, he bought his first camera. ‘At that time I was surrounded by Nazi imagery, like 

everybody else in Germany, and for a boy obsessed with photography it left an indelible impression on me.’ix  

Being Jewish, he fled the Nazi regime and ended up in Singapore. In 1999 Newton wrote about the 

changing attitudes to his photos: ‘’It is interesting to compare European and American mores in regard to my 

work. Most of my European images have a stronger sexual content than those destined for American 

publication. The term ‘’political correctness’’ has always appalled me, reminding me of Orwell’s Thought Police 

and fascist regimes.’x  

 

The end of the naked body 

As Robert Hughes (1938-2012) puts it in Culture of Complaint of 1993, a movement known first as ‘political 

correctness’ and later as ‘identity politics’ had got underway. It had started at US universities with feminists 

rejecting everything that so much as hinted at a ‘male gaze’ on female bodies. Students demanded the 

removal of paintings featuring nude women from university buildings, in the same vein as suffragette Mary 

Richardson (1882-1961), who in 1914 had attacked Diego Velázquez’s (1599-1660) Rokeby Venus at the 

National Gallery in London. The reason: this Venus was a symbol of female beauty and therefore seen as a 

general and personal insult. A woman was more than just her outward appearance – this was the message of 

Richardson’s protest.  

The naked body evokes a great sense of freedom, at times feelings of lust, and at other times 

revulsion and disgust, and with that the need to render it invisible again. From the sixties onwards, we start 

seeing all kinds of movements and organisations that sometimes developed parallel or even oblivious to one 

another. Post-industrial capitalism demanded diversity in the shape of post-modernism. For the average 

citizen, now known as a consumer, this boiled down to anything goes and the sky is the limit. Sex played a 

major role in this, until, that is, the AIDS epidemic began to put an end to this from the early eighties onwards, 

with shocking consequences, especially for homosexual circles.  



Within these various movements, feminists, anthropologists and philosophers more than ever 

questioned what really constituted the ‘natural’. Their hero was Foucault, who posited that everything in life 

revolved around power and discipline, and that the body was subject to ‘political and economic management’ 

and a ‘carrier of socially constructed needs and desires’.xi Homosexual himself, he became one of the many 

victims of AIDS. His legacy, we can conclude now, was immense: a veritable avalanche of studies into every 

possible way of looking at the body.  

The thinking now was that the body can be altered and that it is up to the individual to take 

responsibility. Facelifts, Botox, implants, organ donations, prosthetics, cosmetic surgery, gender reassignment 

and even the ambition to become a cyborg – a conjunction of ‘cybernetic’ and ‘organism’ to indicate a being 

that’s half man and half machine – now became the new, yet not always openly expressed wishes of the 

‘millennial’.  

Parallel to this shift from the broadening of the mind to the broadening of the body, a movement had 

got underway decades earlier, comprising avant-garde artists who began to use the body for aesthetic, moral 

and political statements. Tattoos and deliberate scarring became a part of this.  

And so it happened that around the year 2000 various strange bedfellows found one another: the 

new pop music, showbiz and sporting royalty on the one hand, and the pioneers of postmodern philosophy, 

biomedical science and performance art on the other.  

Within a single generation the notion that the body can be altered at will to fit one’s identity or 

longed-for identity had pervaded the consciousness of a minority and only a few decades later that of the 

majority. In the new century the idea of the body as a do-it-yourself kit and work of art became an integral 

part of the culture of perfectibility.    

Plastered across this culture we saw a new banner with two promises. One being that in the future 

everybody will be famous, even if only for fifteen minutes. The other that every man is an artist. 
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